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Ellison Europe Ltd manufacture the highest quality DIY arts
and crafts supplies and have been empowering makers and
educators to pursue their creativity since 1977. Today, Ellison
is widely regarded as a world leading manufacturer of die
cutting machines and accessories.
We’re happy to be providing Ellison with an integrated, fully
manged EDI solution that allows them to communicate
electronically with their trading partners.

Cloud-based and
easy to use

Integrated with Microsoft
Dynamics NAV

Fully managed with
24/7 support

What did Ellison want to achieve?
The team at Ellison had a high number of

Nick Lewis, Supply Chain Team Leader at

customers they wanted to communicate

Ellison, says, ‘We wanted to save time and

with using EDI so they set about finding the

improve accuracy. We did a lot of research

right provider – one that could help them

and NetEDI seemed the best as they could

implement electronic messaging for the

deliver what we needed and offered the most

first time.

competitive price.’

“We have used the support on a number of occasions
which has been very good.”
Nick Lewis, Ellison

Ellison now has a tailor-made,
integrated system
We provide our cloud-based, NeTIX Professional solution
for Ellison, which is seamlessly integrated into their existing
Microsoft Dynamics NAV back-office system. Nick says,

From a processing point of view, it’s been
brilliant. We don’t have to rekey information or
deal with invoices which used to be an intensive
part of what we did.’

Powered by
NeTIX

Our solution is fully scalable which means that Ellison can easily
add new trading partners when they need to and tweak the
service to suit their needs. Nick says, ‘We have just implemented
the Advanced Shipping Notice package and the support with that
was very good. We can now say that we’re EDI capable, which will

Used by

6,300
people

work to our advantage in the future.’
At NetEDI, we take pride in providing a personal, friendly and
efficient service and all our solutions are fully managed by our
team of EDI experts.

Delivering

‘It makes such a difference knowing you can ask any question.
The team at NetEDI are very friendly and willing to help and this
is one of the things that makes them stand out.’
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